We all love playing games. It's a mix of the mental challenge, the uncertainty and the excitement, right? Well
guess what: if you jumped into your time machine and whirled back to ancient Egypt, you'd still find yourself
surrounded by enthusiastic game players. After all, they needed a fun break after heaving around those
massive pyramid blocks.
Let's go back in time and look at one ancient Egyptian game in particular. It was a real trailblazer, the
forerunner of modern backgammon and Parcheesi, and a game from which many of our other contemporary
games evolved. We're talking about Ancient Egypt's Senet, or ‘The Game of Passing,' which is believed to
be the world's oldest game.
Pieces and boards of this ancient activity have been found in tombs dating back to 3000 BCE, but it's
believed by some to be even older. Beautiful paintings of Senet have been discovered on tomb walls from
the Old Kingdom through to Greco-Roman times. Simple game boards have even been found carved into
the rock faces of quarry sites and near the work camps of pyramid builders, where workers could play it
during breaks.
But the actual, physical game has also survived, thanks to many fortunate archaeological finds. More than
50 Senet game boards and countless pieces have been discovered. We even have one made out of
earthenware tiles, right here in this province at our Royal Ontario Museum.
Play like an Egyptian
So let's take a look at the board, the tokens and how the game may have been played. Unfortunately, no
ancient game rules have been found, but archaeologists have managed to form a pretty good idea of how it
worked:
The Senet game board was comprised of thirty squares, arranged in three rows of ten. Some believe that the
board was originally designed as a calendar, tracking the 30 days of the Egyptian month. It was played with
two sets of either five or seven tokens, usually cone and spool-shaped pawns that progress in a reverse ‘S'
along the board. The ancient version of dice, known as ‘throw sticks,' were cast to determine the number of
spaces your pawn could move, passing or being passed by your opponent's tokens along the way.
Reaching the final square and leaving the board were the ultimate goals, just as reaching ‘Horus' and leaving
the netherworld were the goals for ancient Egyptians after death
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